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NEW Instant Project Templates 
Diving into video editing has never been easier ? save time and energy by?re-creating?popular video styles?in
minutes?with?new?Instant?Project?Templates.?Simply select a template, drag and drop your video, and you're
ready for export! Reproduce popular viral clips or easily edit social media
posts with new Instant Templates and add theme intros, turn portrait video into landscape, replicate marketing
promo templates, and so much more! Unlock customizations to achieve incredible results! 

NEW AR Stickers 
Add instant fun and personality?to your next project with?new?AR?Stickers?that?enhance emotion
and introduce playfulness to your video.???These?face tracking?stickers? recognize and?map facial
features?to?make it easy to?import and apply silly?character ears,?show-stopping?eyes,?larger than
life?sunglasses,?or over-the-top?hats?to any?project. Adding?AR?Stickers is the perfect way to
emphasize?reactions and add flavor to gaming videos, reaction videos,?and tutorials. 

ENHANCED Customize Motion
Leverage enhanced Customize Motion tools for more polished speed effects. New Auto Motion Blur will calculate
the size, position, and rotation changes between two keyframes and apply the optimal level of blur effect to make
your motion look more natural. Ease in and out of object animation seamlessly and take any customized motion in
your clips to the next level! Explore an enhanced project preview to see how the animation looks?together with
other timeline clips. Enjoy the convenience of multi-item editing to work with grouped clips and titles and easily
switch between objects, easier than ever before. 

ENHANCED Usability

Enjoy more intuitive editing from import to export with usability improvements. Use Replace Mode to easily drag
and drop video to efficiently create Split Screen videos and Instant Projects. Adjust color with the new Color Picker
that introduces novel palettes to get to preferred tones more quickly. VideoStudio?s intuitive tools make it simpler
than ever to dive into creative video editing.  

ENHANCED Performance
Enjoy a faster, smoother editing workflow with major performance improvements made across the
product.?VideoStudio Pro 2021 is optimized with the latest video hardware acceleration technologies from Intel,
AMD, and nVidia, which dramatically improves previewing and speeds up rendering to popular file formats. While
your original high resolution file quality is preserved for export, VideoStudio optimizes your editing experience
by working with smaller files that render more quickly. Reliable performance, improved rendering, and our
fastest interface responses to date make VideoStudio?2021 our best editor yet. 
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